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The problem of recognizing hamiltonian graphs is not Jriously difficult; in fack, 
Karp, Lawler and Tarjan [3] proved that it is NP-colnplete. Combined with 
Cook’s theorem [l], this result suggests that the existence’= of a good characteriza- 
tion of nonhamiltcnian graphs is extremely unlikely. On the other hand, the 
problem of recognizing graphs with hamiltonian squares may seem easier, in view 
of Fleischner’s [Z] proof of the conjecture due to Nash-iViPlia:ns and Plummer: 
every ‘R-connected graph has a hamiltonian square. We shall point out that the 
two problems are, in fact, equivalent: given a graph G, we shall construct a graph 
H such that 
G is hamiltonian if ;and only if H2 is hamiltonian. (1) 
If G has vertices ul, u2, . . . ., u, (n a 3) then ,H has vertices x1, ul, key, u2, II-,, 
w2. _. LC,, II... w,. TWO vertices Ui and Uj are adjacent in H if and o;rly :f they are 
;idjacc_lL in 6; in addition, each vi is adjacent to both Ui and wi. The vzf-ificatlon 
of (‘1 x is easy and ran be ieft to the reader. Our result implies tha; the praulem s!’ 
recognizing graphs with hamiltonian squares is W-complete and thus a gool:i 
characterization of graphs with nonhamiltonian squares is ti,xtremely unlikely. 
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